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Deloitte’s Technology Fast 50 competition
Shining a brighter spotlight on today’s
daring entrepreneurs
Deloitte's Technology Fast 50 is one of Belgium’s
leading technology award programmes, celebrating
entrepreneurship and innovation.

part. We are home to companies revolutionising the
way we live, encompassing a variety of sectors including
healthcare, home automation and security.

We believe programmes like ours make a positive
difference in the entrepreneurial landscape. Shining a
spotlight on the fastest-growing technology companies
is about more than simply acknowledging success.
Recognition inspires and motivates individuals and
teams. Achievement sharpens ambition and spurs
competition. Focus boosts professionalism and fosters
sustainable business models.

Looking for more high-growth success in 2016,
Deloitte's Technology Fast 50 is a global competition
with a local focus. Two years ago we launched the
Belgian programme and in 2016 we’re extending the
categories, offering more companies the opportunity for
recognition as a high-growth winner.

Fast 50 participants acknowledge the benefits of taking
part. External validation supports their pitch for funding
while media coverage increases visibility to potential
customers, suppliers and business partners. The exposure
also helps attract valuable new talent.
Winners achieve more when they surround themselves
with winners. Being a part of the Fast 50 community
gives access to like-minded entrepreneurs and industry
specialists, and can open doors to new opportunities,
collaborations and partnerships.
Digital technology is transforming our world and, as our
winners list reveals, Belgian companies are playing their

We are now looking for the fastest-growing technology
companies in these sectors: Hardware, Software,
Communications, Media, Life Sciences, Clean
Technology.
In the last few years, the entrepreneurial culture in
Belgium has become much more daring and ambitious,
as businesses aim for global markets. We congratulate
Deloitte's 2015 Technology Fast 50 winners and
we’re excited about meeting even more high-growth
companies in 2016.

Nikolaas Tahon
Managing Partner Deloitte Accountancy
Programme Leader Deloitte's Technology Fast 50

This initiative is co-sponsored by:
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Deloitte’s Technology Fast 50
Building trust and challenging
the new normal

What has been the impact of Deloitte’s Technology
Fast 50 competition in Belgium?
There’s an exciting new vibe in today’s young Belgian
technology businesses. The last five years have seen a rise in
the number of entrepreneurs of all ages, with some finding
success over and over again through serial start-ups.
Not everyone is a believer in high-growth technology
companies. With initiatives like Deloitte’s Technology
Fast 50, and programmes like it, we build trust in this sector
and bring entrepreneurs and their success stories to the
attention of the business community. We also see large
corporations and organisations taking up the entrepreneurial
initiative, as they look for opportunities to develop new
concepts and competitive advantages that can become
spin-off companies.

Entrepreneurial culture in the technology
sector is blossoming in Belgium, nurtured
by initiatives such as Deloitte’s Technology
Fast 50.
We asked Nikolaas Tahon, Managing
Partner of Deloitte Accountancy and
Fast 50 Programme Leader in Belgium,
what the competition entails for previous
winners, new participants, and the wider
economy.

2016 BELGIUM
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Recognition as a winner gives entrepreneurs confidence that
they are doing it right, encouraging them to continue and
even accelerate their work. This achievement is particularly
valuable to the very young Rising Star companies, who can
leverage recognition by an external jury in their search for
important early customers.
What opportunities have you seen become open to
Fast 50 winners?
The press coverage around the winners helps them gain
brand recognition and opens doors into the investment
community, along with exposure to potential customers
and partners. Convincing investors to support young,
high-growth technology companies was hard ten years
ago; today there’s much more trust in the vision and the
capability of these entrepreneurs. There are more success
stories about young entrepreneurs that go international in a
few years and/or sell their businesses to top companies.
Access to top talent becomes easier with exposure, helping
companies attract the talent and experience required to
sustain growth. With our Fast 50 competition we try to
create a good community, so participants can learn from
each other successes, failures and risks.

Does Fast 50 participation make a difference inside
a business?
Companies that dare to take part in the Technology
Fast 50 remind themselves of their ambition for growth.
Putting themselves forward helps bring focus to their
strategic choices and the professionalism of their internal
processes. It helps them reflect on their priorities and their
aspirations for and achievements in market share.
The media attention surrounding the winners helps reveal
what they are doing to a wider audience, demonstrating
that Belgian companies are investing in new technologies.
This makes technology more accessible, inspiring new
ideas for its application and usefulness.
And of course, being a winner is a boost for the team that
is working hard inside the company.
There’s a growing community of Fast 50 winners.
How do companies benefit from being part of this?
If you want to succeed, you surround yourself with
successful people. Being part of a community of winners
breeds confidence. The number of Fast 50 companies is
growing exponentially and the larger it gets, the more it
has to offer.
Very young companies that participate in our Rising
Star competition have access to and learn from an
impressive jury with deep knowledge and experience of
the technology sector. The Rising Star winners also benefit
from engagement with the Deloitte Innovation Centre.
More established Fast 50 winners take the opportunity
to learn from one another and to nurture contacts with
potential partners, investors and clients. Many are not
afraid to share what they have discovered through their
failures, helping others to avoid similar mistakes.
Every year the community becomes more interesting and
impressive as it expands.
Do you think Fast 50 winners differ from more
established technology companies?
Fast 50 entrepreneurs dare to think outside of the box. Not
having much to lose, they’re more willing to take risks and
to challenge the market. They usually focus on dominating

a specific niche, bringing innovation to distribution and
pricing models.
Of course, sustained success leads them to become
established businesses. Then their challenge is to retain
that risk-taking spirit and culture, re-inventing themselves
if necessary.

With our Fast 50 competition
we try to create a community,
where participants can learn
from each other successes,
failures and risks
What innovations are you personally most excited
to see in the upcoming Technology Fast 50?
I like to see new technology embedded in old technology,
as we’re seeing in the Internet of Things. This will
completely change how companies manufacture and
deliver, and it is helping more mature industries to bring
innovation to their internal processes and go to market
strategies.
Cars and kettles will always be with us, but digital
technology is changing how we make and use them, and
improving our quality of life. The application of technology
to healthcare is also making a qualitative difference,
impacting positively on the daily lives of many.
It’s exciting to see change in the culture of business
innovation and exploration here in Belgium. Many of these
companies are already making a difference all over the
world. But we must not forget that the real champions in
all of this are the entrepreneurs themselves. Without them,
none of this would be possible.
Fast 50 Stories Empowering fast-growing technology companies
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Fast 50 categories and
registration criteria
To offer more companies the opportunity to gain
recognition as a high-growth winner, we are extending
the Fast 50 competition award categories in 2016. We
are now looking for the fastest-growing companies in
the following sectors.

New 2016 categories

Category details

Hardware

Software

Communications
Media

Life
Sciences

Software

CATEGORIES

Hardware

Clean
Technology

Communications

Former 2015 categories

IT & Digital
Solutions
Clean Tech
& Energy
Biotech,
Nanotech
& Medtech

CATEGORIES

Media

Life
Sciences

Internet,
Media &
Telecom

Clean
Technology
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Hardware
• Semiconductors and other components
(processors, memory transformers, etc.)
• Computers and peripherals (servers, desktops,
printers, 3D printers, etc.)
• Networking equipment (modems, switches,
routers, etc.)
• Mobile devices (laptops, tablets, smartphones,
wearables, etc.)
• Scientific and technical instruments
• Drones
Software
• Business Applications (CRM, FinTech, health
care, supply chain, etc.)
• Data and Information Management (analytics,
business intelligence, etc.)
• IT management
• Security
• Application integration & middleware
• Operating systems
Communications
• Mobile
• Fixed-line
• Internet and cloud service providers
• Value Added Services (VAS)
• Managed Services (outsourcing)
Media
• Advertising & Marketing
• E-Commerce
• Digital media (TV, video, radio, music, games,
social media, mobile apps, etc.)
Life Sciences
• Biotech
• Pharmaceuticals
• Clinical trials
• Contract Research Organisation (CRO)
• Medical Technology (MedTech)
Clean Technology
• Renewables
• Energy Storage
• Machinery
• Zero Emission Vehicles
• Power network and city solutions
• Residential and Consumer Products
• Engineering, construction and related services

1
Criteria
Do you want to participate in Deloitte’s 2016 Technology Fast 50 competition or in the
Rising Star category? Find out whether your company meets the registration criteria
and familiarise yourself with the selection process.

Fast 50 and Rising Star criteria

If you’ve answered all questions affirmatively,
you can register for the Fast 50 selection

5a

4a

Yes

Turnover accounting year closed in 2012 > € 50.000 and
turnover accounting year closed in 2015 > € 800.000? *3

1

Are your headquarters in Belgium? *1

2

Do you develop a technology-related
product or service? *2

3

Did you close an accounting
year of at least twelve months
in 2012?

No

Yes?
You can register for the
Rising Star category!

4b

5b

Turnover in 2015 or over the last
12 months > € 50.000? *4

*1 Subsidiaries and/or divisions cannot participate in the Technology Fast 50, unless the subsidiary is listed on a stock exchange and is being separately traded.
*2 To meet the programme technology eligibility requirements, it is required that you own proprietary intellectual property or proprietary technology that contributes to
a significant portion of the company’s operating revenues. You manufacture a technology related product. You devote a significant proportion of operating revenues
to research and development of technology and you are technology intensive, or use unique technology to solve problems.
Note: Using other companies’ proprietary technology or intellectual property in a unique way does not satisfy this requirement. Also consulting companies,
professional service firms, resellers, and others are not eligible.
*3 Based upon the officially published annual accounts (a minimum of 4 accounting years of 12 months is required).
*4 A company eligible for the Rising Star competition has started its first accounting year after 1 January 2012.

Deloitte’s Technology Fast 50 is not merely an event,
it is a community of young and serial entrepreneurs.
It is great to see companies that first popped up as
Rising Stars appear on our Fast 50 list a couple of
years later. It is inspiring to see entrepreneurs that led
companies into the Fast 50 list start up new ventures
and participate again as Rising Stars.
There is no other community where the entrepreneurial
spirit is so intense.
Frederik Falepin, Project Director Fast 50
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Deloitte's 2015 Technology
Fast 50 key figures
2015 BELGIUM

Growth: 701%
Sector: IT & Digital Sol.
Location: Herstal

1

Growth: 199%
Sector: IT & Digital Sol.
Location: Zwijndrecht
Product: Acar'Up
Age company: 3 years
Location:
Woluwe-St.-Lambert
Growth: 701%
Location: Herstal

Growth: 201%
Location: Merelbeke
Product: Oncodeep,
Oncotrace, Oncoshare
Age company: 3 years
Location: Charleroi
Growth: 354%
Location: Herstal

Growth: 288%
Location: Zaventem
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2015 FAST 50 RANKING

BELGIAN TECHNOLOGY COMPANIES BY REGION

BELGIUM

FAST 50 WINNERS
11
13

2

Nr

Company name

Turnover
growth

1

X-RIS

701%

2

iText Group

653%

3

Cmosis

615%

4

Universem

516%

5

iCapps

478%

6

KitoZyme

354%

7

Comate

332%

8

IT resellers Group

309%

9

Comizzo

307%

10

Destiny

288%

11

Tri-Vizor

274%

12

Tapptic

270%

13

Cefaly Technology

265%

14

Qualifio

250%

15

In The Pocket Agency

218%

16

Basalte

201%

17

GeoSea

199%

18

idweaver

162%

19

Prodigest

161%

20

Connecting-Expertise

147%

21

Progreso

129%

22

MCS

129%

23

Adsolut

107%

24

Vente Exclusive

101%

25

Esas Invest

99%
99%

26

Arlenda

27

Idealis Consulting

98%

28

Zappware

93%

29

Globis

88%

30

Stardekk

86%

31

Intelligent

80%

32

Lisam Systems

77%

33

SecureLink

72%

34

Mister Genius

71%

Skyline Communications

70%

35
36

Codit

66%

37

Openminds

62%

38

Profacts

62%

39

Eurofiber

60%

40

Aexis Medical

59%

41

ICsense

52%

42

Tilman

49%

43

Foreach

47%

44

EASI

46%

45

Market-ip

44%

46

Be-Mobile

43%

47

Cheops Technology

41%

48

Sofico

40%

49

KPD Services

36%

50

Hexacom

32%

3

7

2
4

4

1
3
0

AVERAGE GROWTH RATE 2014 VS. 2015

2014

2015

525%

360%

Average growth

Decrease is partly due to
the fact that the 2014
growth rate was counted
over a period of 5 years
and in 2015 this changed
to a period of 4 years

Average growth

AVERAGE TURNOVER* 2014 VS. 2015 EDITION

17
16

million EUR 2014

million EUR 2015
TOTAL TURNOVER OF ALL FAST 50 COMPANIES

866 million EUR

2013

795 million EUR

2014

32

NEW
NAMES

* of the reference year (= last year)

BELGIAN TECHNOLOGY COMPANIES BY CATEGORY
FAST 50 WINNERS
29

32

8

2014 2015

2
2014 2015

IT & Digital
Solutions

Clean Tech &
Energy

6

7

7

9

2014 2015

2014 2015

Biotech,
Nanotech &
Medtech

Internet, Media
& Telecom
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Vincent Trevisan (Deloitte), Nicolas Poelst (X-RIS) and Gilles Spir let (Deloitte)

X-RIS
Fast 50 winner
reveals the secrets
of their success

Identifying and exploiting a niche
overlooked by the big players in their
industry allowed high-growth X-RIS
to become a world leader in portable
digital radiography. Co-founder and
Sales Director Nicolas Poelst told us
how the company he set up with CEO
Christophe Greffe achieved so much so
fast.
"In 2009, having worked in the field of X-rays for
years, we knew the key players were ignoring the
opportunity presented by digital portable radiography,”
said Nicolas. “The industry was still focused on filmbased technology, requiring darkrooms for developing
and archive rooms for storage. Everything we do is
processed and stored on a computer."
For three years, X-RIS, based in Herstal near Liège,
focused on product development. When they launched
their first product in 2012, sales took off immediately,
securing the company's position at the top of Deloitte's
2015 Technology Fast 50.
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We Belgians are very
modest–sometimes
too modest!
Nicolas Poelst

High growth into a global market
“Our key markets are aerospace, marine, military and
security,” said Nicolas. “Examination of high value or
security assets often relies on X-rays. Our technology
is used to examine for cracks or corrosion in boat
hulls, castings for motor turbine parts and weldings in
pipelines. We have customers across Europe and the
USA, along with Australia, China and in Africa.” World
class organisations in the aerospace and security sectors
rely on X-RIS technology.
Nicolas explains that the diversity of customers and
industries helps motivate the small X-RIS team.
The company is not without competitors, but none can
match the X-RIS offering. “Our success comes from
being the only supplier with the complete solution,”
declared Nicolas. “A portable digital X-ray system
requires a generator, a detector and software. We are
the only company to produce all three, meaning we can
optimise each component for our customers’ specific
requirements.”

The biggest challenge they now face is to find and
motivate the right distribution partners for global
expansion. “We are now working on our distribution
network, hiring sales people and finding distributors
around the world.”
Winning Deloitte's Technology Fast 50 has opened up
new opportunities for X-RIS. “The coverage around the
award led to organisations getting in touch with us and
some have become customers,” said Nicolas. “Engineers
and others with skills who introduced themselves to us.
We have been approached by potential investors.”
He admits some surprise at being named winner. “We
didn’t realise that our sales growth was so impressive for
a technology company. We Belgians are very modest–
sometimes too modest!”

1

Nicolas is in no doubt that winning Deloitte's Technology
Fast 50 is an extremely positive step for the 14-strong
team at X-RIS. “It’s a real encouragement to know our
company has more value than we thought. It’s given us
more confidence for the future.”

The challenges and opportunities ahead
Nicolas is extremely upbeat about the future. “We’ve
enjoyed great sales but this is just the beginning.
We have a whole range of products and prestigious
references and we can develop anything our customers
need.”

Fast 50 Stories Empowering fast-growing technology companies
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Domobios

Bringing a
disruptive
solution to an
invisible problem
Pierre Buffet

Millions of people suffer from dust mite allergies. Years of research in
Belgium has identified a new way to combat these microscopic pests.
We spoke to entrepreneur Pierre Buffet, who’s leading the
commercialisation of a ground-breaking approach to allergy control.

“This is not a niche market,” explained Pierre, referencing
the fact that up to one in five Europeans suffer respiratory
allergies linked to dust mites. "The potential market for
Acar’Up, the first product from Domobios, is huge." It
was the company’s approach to this opportunity that
singled it out as the 2015 Fast 50 Rising Star.
Domobios is firmly rooted in pure research. “Dr. AnneCatherine Mailleux began her work into dust mites in
2005,” said Pierre. “After four years, she discovered
the pheromones they use to communicate.” This led
to thoughts of developing a product to exploit the
discovery. Three more years of R&D followed before
the partnership with Pierre was established. Domobios
was founded in 2013 and Acar’Up launched in 2013.
It is a spin-off company of the Université Catholique de
Louvain-la-Neuve and the Université Libre de Bruxelles.
A unique solution to a global problem
“Ours is a disruptive product. It doesn’t kill dust mites; it
attracts them to better eliminate them. It’s much more
efficient,” said Pierre. “It does the opposite from many
competitors’ products, which are insecticides. Others are
vaccinations, which fight the symptom not the cause.
Doctors and analysts like our product because it gets to
the root of the problem.”
Acar’Up is a solution that’s sprayed onto a mat, causing
mites to cluster on the mat, which can then be washed
to eliminate them. It’s effective biomimicry, fooling mites
into behaving in a way that allows them to be easily
removed.
12

Today, Domobios has 16 employees, many involved in
developing new initiatives. Due for release in 2016 is a
test to identify the presence of dust mites and a product
addressing mite allergy in dogs. “So far the strategy has
been to achieve local success in Belgium,” said Pierre.
“Of course we have growth plans, both within and
beyond Europe.” The company is looking to do deals
with major pharmaceutical companies, initially in France
and aiming at the non-prescription market.
The benefits that come with Fast 50 recognition
“There are lots of small pharmaceutical firms out there,
many with short lives. Being a Fast 50 winner improves
our credibility and visibility,” commented Pierre when
asked about the value of being picked as the Rising Star
for 2015. “It gives us wider recognition in the industry
and has generated much more interest in what we’re
doing.”
“Winning also brings recognition for the people inside
our company. It’s exciting being part of a fast-moving
and innovative business, which changes every six
months.”
Domobios faces challenges around growth, such as
refining its business model and choosing the best
distribution partners for expanding beyond Belgium.
Finding the right way forward is imperative for the
company’s future success. Pierre neatly summed up the
forward-looking strategy for the business: “We need to
grow as fast as possible.”

OncoDNA

Leading the way into
a new world of
personalised healthcare
The falling cost of DNA sequencing is opening new opportunities to
entrepreneurs like Jean-Pol Detiffe. With one DNA sequencing start-up
under his belt, he was keen to develop a new B2C business that
leveraged digital technology. This ambition led to OncoDNA and he
spoke to us about how the company is not just another biotechnology
company hoping to succeed.

What are the distinctive features of OncoDNA?
Jean-Pol Detiffe: We are building a data capture and data sharing network that
benefits oncologists and cancer patients. The solution is entirely web-based, allowing
information sharing between cancer experts and facilitating discussions in ways not
previously possible. Ours is a digital business, with 12 out of 20 staff working on IT,
all very focused on the process of generating and sharing information. We don’t run
a lab—that side of our solution is contracted out to the biggest cancer laboratory in
Belgium. OncoDNA began in late 2012, our first sale was in 2014 and our first year
turnover exceeded 1 million EUR. We will triple this in our second year.
What impact do you hope to have on cancer treatment?
Our mission is to make a difference in the fight against cancer by creating personalised
treatment options and enhancing information sharing for oncologists and patients.
Data can be shared with experts and patients can connect with others who have
similar types of cancer. The database of molecular profiles makes it easier for
oncologists to compare similar cases and learn from treatment outcomes. Of course,
confidentiality is guaranteed.
What challenges is OncoDNA working to overcome?
We want to grow fast. To date, we have served over 2,500 patients, and by the end of
2016 we aim to double our team to 40 people. This requires capital—we’ve got this
far on 1 million EUR of funding and we’re now working towards a further big round
of capital. This funding will help us secure the approvals needed to serve the public
sector healthcare sector. Today, most of our work is in the private sector, in around
40 countries. As part of our growth, we want to set up labs in China and the USA.
Our main competitors are in the USA, where access to funding is easier. They
are bigger than us, but our advantage is that the OncoDNA solution is more
comprehensive.
What has been the impact of the Rising Star award?
We value being recognised as a disruptor. This helps to set us apart from other
biotechnology companies, and supports our engagement with potential funders. It is
also highly motivating for our team to be compared positively with start-up companies
in other fields.

Jean-Pol Detiffe

We are very optimistic about the future. Being identified as a success by Deloitte will
help OncoDNA keep moving forward.
Fast 50 Stories Empowering fast-growing technology companies
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IT & Digital Solutions
Rise of the high
growth disruptors
Portable digital radiography experts X-RIS
became a world leader in just four years
because they spotted and exploited a
technology gap overlooked by traditional
companies. High growth took them to the
top of Deloitte's 2015 Technology Fast 50 in
the IT & Digital Solutions category.
We asked Deloitte Technology Practice
Leader, Patrick Callewaert, how firms like
X-RIS are finding success so quickly.

The last few years have seen huge change in the
entrepreneurial climate of this sector. “We’re in the
middle of an IT revolution,” Patrick explained. “There’s
a lot of change, because technology is easier to master,
creating plenty of opportunities.”
With the barriers to entry falling, many new entrants
are emerging, bringing a wealth of innovation and
disruption. Smaller companies enjoy the advantage of
agility, while bigger players struggle to integrate new
technology into their offerings.
Disruption is the key trend
“Technology is disrupting many different industries,”
said Patrick, “and the pace of evolution is increasing,
with the average capacity of technology doubling every
year.” Technology continues to become more affordable,
opening up yet more opportunities.
Customer centricity is another significant trend right
now. “New players in the digital sector are focusing
on customer experience first. They’re not building
businesses around a new product or an alternative
service, but around a better satisfaction of the new
customer needs, which fully integrate the growing
digital experiences.”
This leads on to the third distinctive of the current
marketplace: the connected economy constructed
around data. “Today’s winners understand how to
leverage the information they are capturing from
customers. Data acquisition and use are the assets these
businesses are being built around.”
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Size continues to matter
“There are lots of brilliant ideas out there,” said Patrick,
“but only a few will find success in the marketplace. The
innovations with the best chance are those with the
biggest impact. It’s not about the size of the business—
it’s about the customer impact.”
Relevance to the customer is the key ingredient. Find the
right market and the path to growth becomes easier to
travel.
Helping entrepreneurs to look into their markets from
different angles is one of the benefits of being part
of Deloitte's Technology Fast 50 community. “The
programme is a wonderful opportunity to be connected
with others, particularly those from other sectors, who
bring a different point of view.”
There are plenty of forums for particular types of
business but, said Patrick: “Usually they only bring
together similar types of people. Deloitte's Technology
Fast 50 gives access to a diverse range of skills and
experience, experts from smaller and larger companies,
including an international perspective.”

Entrepreneurs are
always rethinking
business models and
right now the
opportunities to get
results are huge.

Clean Tech & Energy
Serious challenges and
massive opportunities
The 2015 Technology Fast 50 winner in
the Clean Tech & Energy category is home
automation specialist Basalte. Founded
in 2008, the company quickly became a
supplier of products to over 50 countries.
We spoke to Koen Callens, Deloitte Industry
Leader for Clean Tech & Energy, about what
powers success in the sector.

“Companies sustain success by demonstrating delivery of
added value products and solutions to their customers,”
said Koen. “This is sometimes a challenge in clean tech
and energy, where many products require substantial
upfront investment and the payback can take years.”
This isn’t the only obstacle facing start-ups in the sector
right now. Low gas and electricity prices make it harder
for new, more expensive technologies to compete.
“There is strong government support for renewables,”
said Koen, “but the financial element of that support is
reducing.”
Yet another challenge has been the diversity of
competing technologies. “Some winners have been
identified, such as wind and solar, while others, like
biomass, are struggling.”
However, there is good news for businesses in the
sector, which has seen positive changes over the last few
years. “Up until recently, there wasn’t much cooperation
between start-ups and traditional energy companies,”
explains Koen. “That has changed substantially,
with earlier engagement between entrepreneurs
and established businesses. This includes financial
cooperation through mechanisms such as minority stake
investments and corporate venture capital funds.”

The culture of innovation has spread to larger
organisations as they consider the impact of trends, such
as decentralisation of energy production. The big focus
is on energy storage. “It’s the Holy Grail of the energy
landscape,” said Koen. This is the area he finds most
exciting and it’s where billions of dollars are being spent
in research.
“A method of helping people store energy in a costeffective way will change the industry forever. Today
only a minority use solar power, but that will change
when a storage solution is found. It will really open up
the market.”
Deloitte's Technology Fast 50 helps companies in this
sector remain focused. “Being a part of the Fast 50
process creates momentum and discipline,” said Koen.
“Winning or being shortlisted can help a company
market itself to investors, and to think through what it
wants to achieve.”
Asked to describe how much the sector had changed
over the last few years, Koen summed it up: “Clean tech
and (renewable) energy used to be considered a niche
market. Not any more—it’s here to stay.”

Another big change is that entrepreneurs are becoming
more daring. “Belgium is a nation of entrepreneurs, with
family owned businesses dominating in many areas,”
said Koen. “But where their ambition used to be limited
to Benelux or Europe, today they have a more global
perspective.”

Fast 50 Stories Empowering fast-growing technology companies
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Biotech, Nanotech & Medtech
Finding the right medicine
for success
Targeting a distinct market and partnering
with leading brands helped biochemical
company KitoZyme reach the top of
Deloitte's Technology Fast 50 in the Biotech,
Nanotech and Medtech category.
That’s the commercial strategy required for
success, according to Industry Leader, Rasit
Omer Saka. We asked him to explain more.

“Companies in some markets, like the US, have realised
that putting together interesting technology does not
always bring financial success,” said Omer. “They’ve
shifted to addressing unmet needs—to finding gaps
where healthcare has problems. It’s a big mistake to
focus only on clinical development.”
“This new thinking is harder to find in Europe,”
explained Omer. “Smart and innovative scientists are
still very academic—slow to visualise how the potential
of their work can become commercial. Their great
ideas may not reach their potential unless they’re firmly
focused on unmet needs.”
The industry continues to draw in money and
experience
Investors are excited about prospects in the life sciences
sector. “The speed at which technology is evaluated
and matured is getting faster,” said Omer. “A few years
ago, money went to the safe bet, but now there’s
growing excitement for biotech, particularly from angel
investors.”
This is attracting mature experts to make the move
from big pharma to helping one or more start-ups.
“Their experience is valued, their network is desired
and their strategic perspective is needed. They’re often
sitting on the board of more than one company,” Omer
observed.
Diagnostics, particularly around genomics and
oncology, is enjoying a tremendous amount of interest.
Giving one example, Omer said: “Digital technology
in radiography is bringing precision to process and
reducing time to diagnosis.”
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Commercialisation, commercialisation,
commercialisation
“There’s no space for technology that’s not able to
prove its worth. The old ways of development, where
it was assumed every innovation would find a place,
are gone,” said Omer. “Now entrepreneurs need to
partner with solutions that enhance their technology
innovations.”
By creating a community of innovators, Deloitte's
Technology Fast 50 programme helps entrepreneurs
to understand what else is out there and find
opportunities for partnership.
Breakthrough innovators also need to substantiate
their claims with strong data, and plenty of it. Data
acquisition itself is undergoing massive change. “The
trend for wearables is collecting a massive volume of
day-to-day health data and right now we don’t really
know what to do with it.”
Omer himself is particularly excited by the deployment
of real world evidence in the life sciences field.
Providing insights into the efficacy of treatments in
real world settings, rather than strict clinical trials, it
offers new ways to assess benefits to patients. “It’s also
an opportunity for start-ups in the area of collecting
and managing big data,” said Omer. “But in all this,
commercialisation is key. It takes more than great ideas
to bring in the funds a business needs to become
sustainable.”

Internet, Media & Telecom
Innovation powers
collaboration
Intense focus on their target market has
delivered high growth to internet and
telecoms company Destiny. As a result,
they topped their category in the 2015
Technology Fast 50 for the second year in
a row.
Vincent Fosty, Industry Leader for Internet,
Media & Telecom, told us about the
challenges facing businesses in these
sectors.

“The telecom sector has seen significant consolidation,”
said Vincent. “Ten years ago, start-ups aimed for
specific niches, such as B2B or mobile. Most of these
have gone now.” New telecom players face high
barriers to entry. It’s a global market demanding
huge investment. But there’s still room for innovators.
“Areas like mobile payments and digital health present
possibilities. Telcos are interested in apps and value
added services.”
The search for the sustainable business model
“The challenge for media—print, TV, radio and web—
is how to make money,” Vincent observed. “All the
established companies are struggling to find a viable
business model and none of the Technology Fast 50
entrants have cracked the problem.”
Clarity in how their operation will derive value is a
common issue facing Rising Star companies in both
internet and media sectors. Vincent observes that many
of these ambitious start-ups are yet to determine their
strategic intent—are they technology, data or service
companies? “It’s a question I ask all the Rising Stars
and most are not sure yet. To succeed, they need to
determine their business model.”

“There are hundreds of potential applications for
this approach, but not all will find the ‘magic recipe’
for success. Size matters here, demanding massive
investment and the ROI depends on a global, or at least
multinational, market. It’s hard to achieve this from a
small country like Belgium.”
Deloitte's Technology Fast 50 helps bring focus
Entrepreneurs value programmes that acknowledge
their achievements or potential. “It’s all about growth
and Fast 50 participants use our recognition as they
seek more funding,” Vincent explained. “It contributes
to their reputation, helping them to break out of
Belgium. Leaders also see the virtues internally to their
company as it inspires teams to fight for quality and
strengthen their professionalism. That’s one reason
we’re seeing companies come back, year on year.”
Vincent is also working with the European Commission
on proposals to foster digital entrepreneurship. “We
have a gap in conversion compared to countries like
the US. Programmes like ours help shed light on Belgian
entrepreneurs growing their businesses. We need to
find more ways to allow them to keep growing and
convert from start-ups to established businesses.”

In the last ten years, there’s been a huge change in
the way entrepreneurs approach internet start-ups.
“Then it was all about companies using their assets in
the business. Today’s innovation is in the collaborative
economy, connecting supply and demand to build a
business that doesn’t own the underlying assets.
Think Uber or Airbnb,” said Vincent.
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Bringing start-ups
to the next level
Although growth is the key measure for becoming a Fast 50
winner, it is not for the Rising Star competitors, companies
that are in business for less than five years. Those young
companies often seek to become a successful market leader
through innovation. At Deloitte we help those start-ups grow.
Nurturing innovation initiatives
One of the initiatives to bring start-ups to the Champions League is the Deloitte
Innovation Centre. The Deloitte Innovation Centre is not an incubator and it does
not offer offices or financial resources to young entrepreneurs. Instead it wants to
stimulate the Belgian economy by supporting innovation and entrepreneurship. The
Deloitte Innovation Centre helps promising technology companies in boosting their
business, giving them access to Deloitte’s extensive range of knowledge and its C-level
mentoring.
The centre focuses on young technology companies involved in analytics, digital, cyber
security and mobile solutions that already have a working proof of concept. “Through
the Deloitte Innovation Centre, we can offer start-ups the support they need to
accelerate to the next level of maturity,” explained Guido Vandervorst. “During a period
of two years we help them to shape their strategy and business model, expand their
network, and validate the technology in the market.”
Rising Star in Booster Programme
By offering a range of different programmes like member events, a Booster Academy,
and a Booster Programme, the Innovation Centre nurtures start-ups through diverse
levels of maturity.

1

'Member'
events
During these
technologybased theme
evenings,
starters have
the opportunity
to speak with
national and
international
tech specialists.
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2

Booster
Academy
The Academy
teaches interesting
topics related to
enterprise and
innovation, including
how to best deal
with intellectual
property, aligning
R&D and go-tomarket, international
expansion, and so
on.

3

Booster
Programme
Start-ups selected for the
two-year Booster support
programme engage in
50 days of free Deloitte
support, mentoring by
Deloitte executives, and
access to the extended
Deloitte network. These
start-ups are assigned a
mentor and are guided
through a range of topics
vital for their business.

Start-Ups

Other programmes and offerings
Each Rising Star winner
is invited to join our
Booster Programme

Besides its own programmes, Deloitte has strong partnerships with initiatives and
incubators such as Bryo and Idealabs to help stimulate innovation in Belgium. “We are
committed to open innovation and believe that a lot more can be achieved through
innovation when we work together,” said Guido Vandervorst. “Deloitte can serve as the
strategic partner for young entrepreneurs, offering several services to help them grow.”

Our offerings
Our mentor has put us in touch
with potential partners, investors
and customers through the
Booster programme. We were
moreover able to hone the go-tomarket process, our business
model, our pricing model, etc.
with our mentor. We had smooth
access (through our business
coach) to the Deloitte consultant
who was to address our concerns
in the best and fastest way. This
ranges from cooperation with the
US desk for our branch in the US
to advice on privacy legislation,
complex issues concerning VAT
and international e-commerce,
and on to cooperation in
our day-to-day financial
administration.

Strategic coaching
Business model structuring
Global scaling

Funding

Talent

Business
valuation

Compensation &
benefits

IPO

STIMULATE
INNOVATION IN
BELGIUM

Smart legal
structuring

Strategic financial
reporting &
management
analytics
Global services
network

Smappee, 2014 Rising Star winner
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TMT
predictions
2016
Looking to the future for technology, media
and telecommunications
There’s an exciting year ahead for the technology,
media and telecommunications (TMT) sectors, says
the latest edition of the Deloitte industry predictions.
Based on thousands of interviews with industry leaders
and consumers, the Deloitte TMT Predictions report
highlights emerging trends that could have significant
impact across many sectors.
Technology
Thinking computers will become much more common
in the enterprise sector in 2016, Deloitte predicts.
Cognitive technologies will be integrated into products
from 80% of the leading enterprise software companies,
specifically: machine learning, natural language
processing and speech recognition.
Deloitte anticipates that up to 50 million people will
be using touch commerce on their mobile devices this
year—an increase of 150 percent. Yet while they love
their smartphones, trailing millennials (aged 18-24) are
predicted to be the age group with the highest levels of
PC ownership.
Less positively, it’s predicted that women will continue
to make up less than 25 percent of the IT workforce
in developed countries. It’s more than an issue of
education—broader change is needed in recruitment
and retention practices.

Media
Virtual reality (VR) will have its first billion dollar year
in 2016, Deloitte forecasts. The initial focus will be
on video games. Alongside this, eSports revenues are
anticipated to grow by 25 percent, as watching other
people play video games becomes more common.
Those concerned about the impact of ad-blockers on
advertising will be reassured by Deloitte’s expectation
that less than 0.3 percent of mobile device owners will
use an ad-blocker in 2016.
Telecommunications
As the volume of smartphones builds, so the trading
of used devices will become more organised in 2016,
Deloitte predicts. The market could be worth $17
billion, with the potential to spawn new companies as it
becomes more formalised.
Marketers and others should consider how smartphones
are arguably shaping the way we communicate,
particularly through image sharing. This is expected to
increase by 15 percent, with up to 2.5 trillion images
being shared or stored online in 2016.
Organisations looking for competitive differentiators
understand the value of knowing what is coming
next. Vincent Fosty, Deloitte Belgium TMT Leader,
said: “These predictions, combined with our insight,
will help to inform strategic thinking in the year
ahead.”

2016 is predicted to be the year we glimpse the
potential of wonder material Graphene. It could
transform our world in the decades ahead.
Deloitte Global predicts that the number
of Gigabit per second (Gbit/s) Internet
connections will increase to

...number of devices
per person goes up

10 million

...range of supported
applications goes up

by end-2016, a tenfold increase,
of which about 70% will be

residential connections

...new technologies
are developed

As faster speeds
available...

Factors for demand:
Increase in devices
requiring bandwidth

Demand for more
connectivity
is always evolving

Affordability
Development of fiber technology
(able to deliver Gbit/s speeds)
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1 Gbit/s

Duncan Stewart (Deloitte Canada)

The buzz about VR is definitely shifting: most people expect 2016 to be about
gaming, but there is a lot of interest in enterprise applications. But not many expect
us to be wearing VR goggles for hours per day to watch regular TV and movies.

Cognitive technologies have stayed on the front pages. Whether it is machine
learning algorithms beating the world champion at Go, or growth in chat bots
powered by natural language processing, cognitive continues to be top of mind for
CIOs.
That young people 18-24 years old love using their laptops is resonating in all
global markets. Network operators are worrying about providing all that bandwidth
for Gen Y watching videos on their laptops, and financial companies are trying to
figure out how to go mobile first, while still allowing people to bank on laptops when
they prefer doing it that way.

Everybody is excited about touch commerce: being able to pay on your mobile
device with one tap of your finger will be transformative. But we are also having
good conversations about using that kind of technology to autocomplete all kinds of
information: not just for online shopping, but for governments, education, and even
enterprises.
The problem around gender diversity in IT resonates in every market: no country
is doing well at getting even 25 percent of IT roles filled by women. One emerging
focus is around culture – although most men in IT departments are great people,
even one bad apple can drive women out and keep them away.

www.deloitte.com/TMTpredictions
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Deloitte top 20
fundraising index
Jean-Michel Noé
FUNDRAISING IN 2015
TOTAL =
BIOTECH & MEDTECH
CLEANTECH & ENERGY
TMT

The Belgian start-up
ecosystem is flourishing
Every year the number of start-ups in Belgium
increases. Entrepreneurship is booming and a
lot of new disruptive ideas trigger both national
and international investment. According to the
Deloitte Fiduciaire study "Top Raising Index 2015",
132 innovating companies have raised a total
amount of € 301.6 million in 2015 from equity
investors, a rise of 22 percent compared to the year
before. The most dynamic sector is the Technology,
Media & Telecom (TMT) sector, with a total amount
of € 178 million for the year 2015, a dazzling rise of
174 percent compared to 2014.

162

39

CASES

€ 103 MILLION
(30 COMPANIES)

CASES

€ 300
MILLION

(132 COMPANIES)

CLEANTECH & ENERGY
FUNDRAISING IN 2015

11

CASES

112

€ 21 MILLION
(9 COMPANIES)

CASES OF

VENTURE CAPITAL
FUNDRAISING

For a total of

€ 178 MILLION
(93 COMPANIES)
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These figures confirm the dynamism of the funding
of tech start-ups in Belgium and highlight the
growing use of external financing to fuel the growth
of young innovative companies.
“The evolution in the Belgian market is in line with
the international market,” explained Jean-Michel
Noé, Senior Manager M&A at Deloitte Fiduciaire.
“There is a raging race for funding in the digital
sector. Companies do not wait for ten years before
bringing a new technology to the market. With a
good innovation and a good team, investors are
eager to participate in their success.”

BIOTECH & MEDTECH
FUNDRAISING IN 2015

BELGIAN COMPANIES IN
TECHNOLOGY, MEDIA &
TELECOM (TMT)
FUNDRAISING IN 2015

BELGIAN TMT STARTUPS
RAISED MORE THAN

€ 2 MILLION IN 2015

FUNDRAISING OPERATIONS PER SECTOR

AVERAGE AMOUNT OF FUNDS RAISED
PER COMPANY AGE (IN K €)

56%

1,590

3,400

26%

The average funding round has jumped from € 1.1
million in 2014 to € 1.6 million in 2015, explained
by bigger rounds closed by start-ups, showing an
increase of maturity of the eco-system. This average
deal size is higher in the Flemish Region with € 2.1
million, followed by the Brussels-Capital Region with
€ 1.7 million and Wallonia with € 0.7 million.
This difference could be explained by the presence
of start-ups in Flanders that have reached a more
advanced stage of growth –also called scale-up– and
attract international investors, whereas in Wallonia
the start-ups in TMT are at an earlier stage of
development.

1,420

18%

5%

2%
TECH

WEB

MEDIA

SOFTWARE

DIGITAL TELECOM
SERVICES

1,190

STARTUPS
> 10 YEARS

STARTUPS
≤10 YEARS

STARTUPS
≤ 5 YEARS

STARTUPS
≤ 3 YEARS

45%
AVERAGE AMOUNT
OF FUNDS RAISED BY REGIONS

FLANDERS
BRUSSELS
WALLONIA

2.1 M
1.7 M
0.7 M 25%

To discover the top 20 fundraising achievements
of Belgian TMT start-ups in 2015, go to
www.deloitte.com/be/
fundraising-belgian-startups-2015

30%
OF DEALS CLOSED (COMPLETELY OR
PARTLY) BY INTERNATIONAL INVESTORS
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2,020

3%

AVERAGE
amount of
funds raised
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Save the date
Deloitte's 2016
Technology Fast 50
awards ceremony
16 November 2016

Are you one of Belgium's 50
fastest growing technology companies?
Register now to find out!
Registration closes on 30 September 2016
More info on www.fast50.be
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